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Trading Lessons from the Intraday Frame (study) 
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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Here's the quote which helped set up the successful trading of today's session: 

We'll tilt bullishly but will be neutral between 2,060 and 2,070 (@ES). 

Let's again be clear with our planning - Price SHOULD BE going up, bouncing UP AWAY FROM the 

200 day Simple Moving Average (red) and continuing the 'overbought' or corrective bounce which 

we're seeing now.   

For now, we're into resistance (see hourly chart) into the 2,080 index pivot and will use it as we 

used the 2,070 level.   

If you carefully studied yesterday's report, then you were at a distinct competitive advantage over those who 

did not.  Why?  Today was a near-repeat session of yesterday's intraday action.  In other words, the lessons we 

discussed and trade set-ups highlighted WERE EXACTLY the ones you could have taken today.  Be sure to 

reference yesterday's report which has more detail and lessons. 

The main idea was that price once again had a bullish bias and the upside target - 2,070 (@ES) and 2,080 (SPX) 

was achieved ONCE AGAIN straight off the opening gap. While I don't advocate taking bearish trades above 

the 20 or 50 EMA (on the 5-min chart), aggressive/experienced traders could certainly do so. 

The same would be said about buying for a reversal/fade off the $207 SPY level just like yesterday's logic of 

positive divergences preceding a reversal.  I don't like to advocate trading against the trend - especially for 

new traders - but if you studied yesterday's session and were willing to take the risk, then you had a roadmap 

for what price was likely to do. 

Otherwise, the two trades I want to highlight today were the simple "Breakout into First Reaction" two-step 

play which allows for an aggressive entry on the break beyond the 50 EMA (5-min chart).  If you miss the 

breakout - or don't trade breakouts - then your best, lower-risk entry (trigger) is the first retracement or "First 

Reaction" as drawn.  These are simple retracement plays into the birth of a potential new trend - which is 

what occurred. 

If you as a member like to skip this part of your membership report and dive straight into the 

planning/strategies for tomorrow, I hope days like today and the literal DIRECT REPEAT of price action and 

opportunities will convince you to spend a little more time studying each evening's reports.  Lessons you learn 

today WILL APPLY to future sessions... sometimes the very next day! 
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Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

PMI Services and then ISM Non-Mft Index (9:45 and 10:00am EST) 

June 29 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 
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I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 

 

Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Gold buyers didn't support the market at the $1,170 pivot level, and instead contributed to a 

collapse/breakdown of gold under the $1,170 pivot.  However, not to be defeated for long, buyers rushed in 

with an inflow of capital to gold, spiking it straight up off the $1,155 level to close under the pivot of $1,170 

(bull above; bear beneath). 

Again, stocks repeated yesterday's session with a bounce and sell-off... and end-of-day rally. 
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Oil fell again as stocks traded higher at the same time the US Dollar Index - as was logical - continued (or 

extended) its breakout above $96.00 that began yesterday.  A bullish Dollar puts pressure on Crude Oil (and 

commodities in general). 

 

 

 

Game-Planning the Next Day (30-min) 

 

Officially price is rising within a Parallel Trendline Channel pattern as shown, and the key areas on which to 

focus are the 2,076 (38.2% Fibonacci as drawn) and the lower rising trendline rising above 2,065.  Today was a 

repeat day of yesterday within the pattern. 
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For planning purposes - our main focus - we're going to play bullishly for a possible bounce UP AWAY FROM 

2,068 toward 2,076 then perhaps 2,085 (the 50% 'halfway' Fibonacci Retracement). 

Instead, we'll be breakdown "Bear Flag" Bearish on a trigger break under 2,065 which could open a sudden, 

impulsive sell pathway down toward 2,050 once again.   

 

Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

As we discussed yesterday, price "should" bounce up away from the 2,055 pivot and that's what we're seeing.  The 

question is whether the 'bounce' has ended into the 2,080/2,085 pivot (it's possible) at which case we'll play bearishly 
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toward 2,055 again... or else if today's session was just a pause/retracement on the way higher toward 2,090 and 

probably 2,100.   

As always, when price is balanced with a reversal/indecision candle at the midpoint of the range targets (2,055 to 2,100), 

we're going to be cautious and try not to predict the outcome.  Instead, we'll trade (intraday or swing trading) the 

movement AWAY FROM 2,080 toward 2,100 or 2,055.   

We have a long weekend so be sure to enjoy it and be ready to come back refreshed Monday! 


